WASTE OIL COLLECTION

NO COLLECTION TOO SMALL.
FAST & RESPONSIVE
LOCAL SERVICE

SAFELY CLEANING YOUR ENVIRONMENT
No collection is too small. We tailor our service to meet your needs.

We manage the inspection, compliance, collection and reprocessing of any waste oils that your business might generate. Every litre is fully recovered and processed to produce high specification fuel oil or alternatively recycled for re-use as base oil.
One service visit for all your waste – minimising disruption and simplifying paperwork.

Fixed monthly costs including transport, making budgeting easy.

Pre-scheduled collections avoid dangerous waste build-up.

Containers supplied for safe and secure storage.

Fees and all paperwork included.

What we offer...

When you choose Safetykleen, you are choosing expertise, service excellence and a true commitment to best practice environmental compliance. Relying on us for all your parts washing, spray equipment cleaning and waste management needs, frees you up to focus on your own business.

How we help

Searching for a supplier that considers no waste oil collection too small and that aims to respond to all requests within one working day?

Best practice compliance

Looking for a partner that guarantees every litre is fully recovered and processed to produce high specification fuel oil, or alternatively recycled for re-use as base oil?

Used oil processing hierarchy

Best overall option chosen by Safetykleen

Waste hierarchy compliant

Reduced energy consumption

Lower carbon emissions

Reduced virgin oil usage

Less environmental impact

The Safetykleen difference

- Dedicated fleet of waste oil tankers and a network of transfer stations across the country
- No other waste oil collection company is in your area more often
- We aim to respond to small or large waste oil requests within one working day
- Waste regularly collected for scheduled customers
- No collection too small. We will pick up a single drum quickly and cost-efficiently
- We deal with all the compliance paperwork and take the greenest possible approach to processing your waste oil

ASK YOUR SALES REPRESENTATIVE FOR MORE DETAILS:  TEL: 01909 519300  EMAIL: SKUK@SK-EUROPE.COM
WHAT WE OFFER

PARTS WASHING
The widest range of manual and automatic parts washers serviced under a flexible agreement that gives total peace of mind.

SPRAY EQUIPMENT CLEANING
Manual and automatic machines ensure spray equipment remains in prime condition to deliver the perfect finish every time.

SPECIALIST CLEANING SERVICES
A range of service agreements and equipment for cleaning and maintenance, including brake cleaners, de-rusting and cutting fluid conditioning.

WASTE MANAGEMENT
Hazardous and non-hazardous waste management; taken to the highest possible level required by the Waste Framework Directive.

WASTE OIL COLLECTION
From small drums to large tanks, our nationwide fleet of tankers and trucks collects waste engine and industrial oil.

CONSUMABLES
A range of products that enhance workshop safety and efficiency, delivered direct from the fleet of Safetykleen service vehicles.